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End User Computing: A Buyer's Guide

ser'sGulheUErmletoamell
been pr the Office

o In tics Resources Management of
the U.S. General Services Adsinistrattm
(GSM. The guide is for Federal Govern-
ment line managers and professionals who
are alfamiliar with step -bye -step pro-
ordure@ used in the acquisition of equip-
ment for and user computing (LUr). The
first six chapters are all the busy
Federal manager may need. The remaining
Chapters include Appendices covering
related topics. This guide is consistent
with GSA's objective of satisfying Fed-
eral ADP needs at the lowest overall cost
with maximum practicable caspetition.

EUC is done by self-reliant Federal
agency perscnhel, largely independent of
the traditional data processing appli-
cations development process. EUC can
include elements of data processing,
office autonation, word processing,
telecommunications and other information
activities and services. Although EUC
can be performed on terminals connected
to larger computers, this guide is
oriented toward acquisition of micro-
oomputers and associated products.

Many traditional ADP acquisition methods
require modification for Low cost pro-
curements of EUC. This guide reflects
recent regulatory Changes by GSWOIRM
that simplify the acquisition of EUC, but
it does not itself supersede agency
policy. Nevertheless, to encourage

effective use of EUC technologica,
agencies should ensure that their EUC
policies and procedures are clear,
calcine, and consistent with this guide
and any subsequent (23A regulatory
changes. Steps explained in this guide
maybe used to obtain approval for small
acquis itions or approval for orders under
large agency contracts.

Depending cn your agency's policy, you
should seek advice frcm your data proces-
sing and procurement professicnals if you
are considering the purchase of end user
computers. You should perticularly, seek
such expert help if you plans to link
small computers together or to a larger
system, or if you plan to acquire a large
number of small computers. Such procure-
ments are probably outside the scope of
this guide.
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Chapter In
Planning for End User Computing

Information is a shared organizational
resource. End User Ctmputing (rum is a
tool for managing that resource, not anend in itself. Managers at plan for
the efficient use of agency information
resources and are obliged to ballot agen-
cywide policy and planning documents when
implementing an EUC solution.

In planning for EUC, managers stet eval-
uate their problems in the =text of the
agency's mission, functions, and resour-
ces. %hen doing this, managers should
not overlock the cost and value of infor-
mation. They must develop a plan that
fits the size and scope of the problem
to be solved and the 1113cpandituras to be
made. This guide can be a tool in over-
casing such difficulties.

Planning Process

Building from a premise of agency mission
and goals , planning answers basic ques-
tions, such as, what, who, when, where,
how, and how much. The next step is to
break down TIE implementation into events
or milestones, indicating which must be
ampleted before others may begin. Work
breakdman is followed by scheduling: this
is when resource's and personnel are iden-
tified and commitments are made. With a
schedule in hand, cm can control the
project, locate bottleneders and slippage,
and take prompt corrective action.

Althoujh the rest of this guide will pro-
vide general questions to consider, the
particular steps and persons involved in
each agency's acquisition and management
procesa must be identified. Some of
these may include,

10

o What is the agency justification and
approval process?

o at agency procurement policies and
practices apply?

o *at assistance is available from the
1114 staff?

o What agency standards or mandatory
sources limit the selection of hard-
ware, operating system, and soft-
ware?

o What are the budgetary procedures and
constraints?

o What are the sources of EUC items, and
Who will buy them?

o What training is needed, and who will
conduct it?

o Haft will EUC be reviewed after its
installation?

Human Factors

fiber that successful implementation
of ILIC depends upon the people whose jobs
are affected. Part of planning and
implementation must include a strategy
for user support. Consider the following
human factors:

o tiho are the people that want to use EUC
equipment and thPt will help it suc-
ceed/

o %bids prospective users will realize
ismediate benstfitm in their daily work?

o tshich managers are committed to invest-
ing not only the prima of equipment,



but also the hours their explciyees suet

spend learning to use it?

o may be affected by stress during
this period of significant change?

o *tat steps will you take to promote a
healthy adjustment?

Ansmeringquations such as the and
anticipating problem area will greatly
improve mss for a smooth, successful
EOC acquisition. Planning is worth the
effort because it can bell:, acquire the
right items at a reasonable price and in
a timely manner.

Chapter II.
Analyzing Costs and Benefits:
Efficiency or Effectiveness

The acquistion process: should not be an
obstacle to effective use of PAC technol-
ogies. Recent Changes to the ADP regula-
tions make clear that the degree of anal-
ysis and docuosntaticn supporting an
acquisition should match the size and
complexity of the need.

Therefore, one to three pages should nor-
mally be sufficient to document the need
and obtain approval for a single device
or a small number of law cast microoas-
puters and associated software. (See

Appendix D for a discussion of the cur-
rent Government wide regulations, bulle-
tins, and other publications governing
the procurement and managesswA of ADPE in
the Federal Government.)

Before writing a justification for
acquiring Eit equipment either as a

single procurement or as an order under

an existing contract, one should

determine the method of showing that the
benefits of end user computing outweigh
the costs. This justification may be
based on either increased efficiency or
improved effectiveness (ar a combination
of the two). If the improvements in
either efficiency or effectivemws are

2

not explained, the justification probably
will be challenged.

Efficiency Justifications

Efficiency justificaticns compare costs
under existing conditias with the costs
of buying and using automation. Improve-
ments are procedural but products are
essentially unchanged. Some example* of
new EOC capabilities used to improve ef-
ficiency are electronic spread sheets,
word or text processing, graphics for
reporting, database management, and pro-
ject management.

Compare the oost of currant procedures
with the costs of buying and using EUC,
to determine Whether the bottom line is
advantageous over the life of the EUC
*mum. Remember that for low cost EX,
the comparison should be simple and
straight forward.

Sane questions that may help you estimate
the bottom line are:

Time. About how many hours does it take
to do the jidl, sad h time it is done? How

11



often is it done? What is the eppromi-
mate salary paid for those hours? Use
round numbers, Whole days, and other
rough measurements.

oast. What are the costs of contracts or
payments made to keep the present system
running? Use the previous year's totals
Which should be easy to Obtain.

Maintenance. Dose equipment break down
often? What is the eppromimate cost of
waiting for repairs? How much is spent
on repairs? Use the previous year's
total of payments to the repair contrac-
tor which should be easy to Obtain.

Personnel. What will be the Approximate
airTnialaried time to do the job with

equipment? Use =mid numbers.

Equipnent. How mud is planned to be
spent on =software, hardware, and
peripherals?

Other. What other significant costs will
introduced, such as oommunication
lines, training courses, etc.?

Payback. How many years must go by until
the break even point, after Which savings
will be adhieved if conditions do not
dhange?

Life. %hat is the eveCted system life?

'the system life is a reasonable period of
time over whidh the Eur is expected to be
used for the specified purpose. The
Jainism= number of years for system life
is the break omen point. Savings do not
have to be realized in the first year,
but replacing tedicks paperwork with LOW
cost EUC may shoot a quick savings in
labor.

Effectiveness Justifications

Increased effectiveness means abetter
accomplishment of the overall mission.
Idiprovements usually depend upon adding
Me capabilities to support new products,
new functions, better decisions, or bet-

12

ter management. Some examples of new EUC
capabilities that might increase office
effectiveness are project management,
economic modeling, document retrieval,
statistical analysis, computer conferen-
ces, and access to Government or public
data bases through telephone lines.

The performance of managers and profes-
sionals cannot be easily quantified.
Therefor the efficiency justification may
not address critical issues because of A
lade of measurement data. The effective-
ness approach may meet resistance due to
the subjectivity of the benefits antici-
pated. Furthermore, since effectiveness
improvements tend to confront basic

assumptions, they may be more controver-
sial. Despite resistance to subjectivity
and basic change, effectiveness improve-
ments are often more significant to the
overall organization than effi,71Incy
improvements.

There maybe no simple cost comparison
for justifications based upon effective-
ness improvements. Instead, the manager
wham to identify the worth of new
capabilities in terse of the quantity,
quality, timeliness, or organization of
his or her office's work. Some factors
to oonsider area

Problems. Identify the nature or cost of
past problems or mistakes that will prob-
ably be avoided.

Savings. Identify the improvement in
future decisions or management. If pos-
sibae, express this as a dollar amount to
be achieved by the improvement.

Benefits. If no dollar value can be
tlErirs--dog the benefits will have to be

explained clearly enough to show an in-
formed, rational decision.

Justifications may based on a anabina-
tion of increases in efficiency and
effectiveness. Appendix A oontains
hypothetical doctspentaticn and justi-
fication packages that illustrate both
types of justification.
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Chapter
Ten Step Justification

This Chapter explains bow the and user
can carry out an analysis for acquiring

small camputers with limited technical

support. The ten issues or steps des-
cribed below will provide the require-
ments analysis, documintatian, and jus-
tification necessary to comply with the
spirit and intent of the ADP regula-
tions. Issues 1 through 6 define and
analyze the problem. Issues 7 through 10
address the solution. Not all the ques-
tions listed under tads issue need be
answered - oily the ones judged to be
appropriate to the particular acquisition
decision.

Although the dollar cast can be small,
failure can frustrate implementation of
these valuable technologies. Therefore,
NM encourage seeking help from agency
data processing and procurement profes-
sionals in considering these often diffi-
cult issues. To provide some perspective
on these steps, two examples are given in
Appendix A.

Problem Statement

The first six steps outline a thorough
statement of the problem or opportunity
at hand. Ole should understand the goal
before determining the means.

Problem Definition

What problem will be solved by acquiring
an end user coiputing cpebility? Are
they misting !tablas, new requirements,
or cpportmiUes for potential improve-
ment?

This is the most important, and perhaps
most difficult step in the acquisition
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process. Problems maybe analyzed either
in a single organization or in several
organizations simultaneously. A state-
ment of need may include similar work or
functional categories at many different
places, thus saving expensive, repetitive
documentation. An aggregated statement
has the added benefit of highlighting the
organization's needs for compatibility,
standardization, and comnrication sup-
port. (Appendix B of this guide discus-
ses the impact of standardization.

Appendix C discusses the network deci-
sion.)

Functions To Be Performed

What application (i.e., information
;cocoas ing function) will be performed
an the EtX equipment? ;low will office
procedures be dwelgar2 Mat are the
comemnications requirements?

Current information management processes
may be improved by such ELC applications
as: office automation, word processing,
data base management, project management,
communicaticn, graphics, electronic
Spread sheets, and statistical analysis.
Standards (Appendix B) and networks (Ap-
pendix C) can further increase the
utility of information.

When planning an EUC application, con-
sider the following four categories of
information processing functions. Cite
the applicable functions in the justifi-
cation. This will demonstrate that the
prolapsed system has been throughly
considered.

o Haw will information be "input" --
amount, frequency, sources, and
methods (such as keystroke) ?

13



Bow will information be organized
-- data bases, file managers, or
document managers?

o How will information be analyzed
statistical, scientific, or text
processingprograes?

o Bow will information be reported
spreadsheets, graphics, or text
fozmatting?

Justification Over the System Life

What effectiveness and/Or efficiency
improvements ars expected? (See Chapter
II) *at is the expected life of the
problem, function, or proposed lifJC solu-
tion? (The system life is the shortest
of thesis three.) Will is
occur within the system life?

At some point, quantifiable benefits frog %

most new systems should equal the cost of
buying EUC. This is called the break
even point and should occur within the
system's life. One does not need to
determine a system life if the proposed
configuration costs less than $25,000 and
purdhase is deemed the best course of
action. Bbwever, estimating the system
life canhelpwith cost/benefit and lease
/purchase analyses. Factors to be con-
sidered in determining system life are
listed in Appendix E.

The value of the anemipated improvements
should not only outwear the casts of the
proposed acquisition, it should also
exceed the costs of taking no action.

Records Management, Data Privacy,
Security and Integrity

hhat are the recccds management consider-
ations? Will the documents and analyses
have legal, contractual, or historical
significance? Will sommone need to prove
a point with a recently altered cc erased
file?

What data or information will be created,
sent, or maintained an the pr :aced sys-
talo? Who will maintain it; bow will it be
stored; and Who will need access to it?

14

How sensitive is the data; what legal or
procedural controls applys who might be
affected by its unauthorized or unantici-
pated distribution? %hat measures should
be taken to prevent such events?

Thaw question gc beyond the security of
sensitive data to the physical security
of the equipment, software, storage
media, and supplies. The Privacy Act of
1974 imposes numerous requirements on
Federal agencies to prevent the misuse or
compromise of data concerning individ-
uals. Similarly, the Administrative
Procedure Act, the Freedom of Information

Act, the Government in Sunshine Act, and
various OMB Circulars can impact MC data
management. Finally, 18 USC 1965
prohibits any officer or employee of the
United States from disclosing certain
kinds of business, confidential, or trade
secret information unless authorized by
lam. Therefore, prudence and agency
policy may require occultation with
agenci specialists. (See Appendix G for
further discussion of electronic reoard
keeping.)

Organizational implications

Will the application support an individ-
ual worker cc others doing similar
work? What agency applications, sys-
tems, and cceponents are involved? What
are the organization's attitudes toward
and experience with NM hardware, soft-
ware, and tedhniquss? Who does training
and organizational development? What are
the requirements far expending rOC into
other uses now wadded by centralized
systems or by other offices? Will EOC
data, software, =hardware tscnas essen-
tial to the organization's operation?
What other hardware and software exists
in the organizaticn? Will new PAC need
to be compatible with there items?
(Again see Appendiomi C and D.)

Environmental Facto";

What are the specs management consid-
erations, suth as equipment location;
supplies storage; beating, cooling,
cabling, and electrical supply require-



mints; coordination with the building
manager; and implores needs, such as
video screen and keyboard placement,
lighting, noise, fatigue, and other
ergonomic concerns?

Your supply office may already have a
catalogue of GSA's ergonomic furnittwe.
If not, ask them to contact GSA's Office
of Federal Supply and Services, Furniture
Commolity Center, on ?TS/703-557,8636.

Solution Statement
111.011MIMM

Having shown an tmdsumtanding of your

Problem, you next study the various MINIM

of solving it. The remaining fax steps

docunent your solution.

Alternatives

Is it possible to soave this problem by
other means, sudh as the sharing of

eating a systems or by using
non-ADP rucurces oc commercial ADP
services? Of the feasible altensatives.
which rept-wants the lowest cost?

Do not feel obligated to accept alterna-
tives that will not effectively solve the
problem.

Software and Hardware
Requirements

What off-the-shelf (commercially avail-
able) software and hardware will solve
the problem? Wtre can cm see them
demonstrated? What solutions have worked
for those with similar needs? What
training, support, and maintenance is

necessary?

The software solution is crucial. (be of
the most attractive elements of EUC is

inexpensive, commercially available soft-
ware that will solve most user problems.
The selection of commercial software

6

ordinarily will influence the hardware
selection. Mbst popular software pro-
ducts, however, are available to run cn
most hardware systems.

Be sure to observe all copyright re-
strictions on ommmercial software.

Consider the expansion capability of
hardware to meet future needs. Such

capability maybe worth some increased
cost. Also consider that the price of
EUO equipment continues to fall while

capability increases almost daily. The

advantages of having EUC in use early

must be weighed against waiting for
iqproved products that will meet more
requirements.

The range of competiticn is important
when Mining one's requirements. It is
preferable that requirements be stated in
functional terms instead of describing
the brand and model of software and hard-
ware desired. A brief survey of the
market should reveal a number of vendors
and sources that can meet functional
requirements.

The regulations state that your analyt-
ical effort be put in the perspective of
the value and significance of the pro-
curement. Avoid excessively, detailed and
complex studies to j_tstify a small omst
acquisition. (See Qtapter V.)

Configuration Selection

Where can one get the hardware, software,
telecommunications, maintenance, train-
ing, and consultation necessary? How
does one Choose among the seemingly
endless nimbler of vendors? Does one
advertise in the Commerce Business
Daily? Does one prepare a statement of
work cc request for proposal? How does

one use an agency contract, the ADP
Schedule, Office TisChnology Plus (GSA's
computer store)? (Chapter IV covers many

of those cpostiors.)

The only person with the authority to
procure the solution is a contracting
officer. Bringing him or her into the



initial planning and ressmardh can develop
a positive relationship that can meet
functional needs as well as the Govern-
ment's objectives of competition and
cost. (See Chapter V.)

Although a technical es pert may not be
needed to select a successful configura-
tion, some research into the variety of
solutions is essential. Information can
be obtained from sources suds as user
groups, agency software expwts, Office
Technology Plan, and other retail compu-
ter stores. IA:serous commercial period-
icals and government Uncuments cover
current products arsdpAaritial applica-
tions. Since the evaluation and selec-

tion process can quickly become quite
complicated, consult with agency data

processing and procurement personnel for
advice on the latest improvements in
technology and price and how to take
advantage of them.

Pus! installation Evaluation

When, bat and by whom will benefits of
the system be evaluated?

Managers should occasionally review EUC
to ensure oontinuing efficient use.
Reviews should be supportive of users and
managers Who find new, additional ways .o
solve problems with their EUC and who
share new ideas throughout the organiza-
tion.

o What will be the criteria for
assessing improvements in effi-
ciency and/or effectiveness that
will result from acquiring new or
additional equipmant and software?

o If the EUC hardware or software is
not being used effectively, what
actions will be taken to ensure
reuse?

o How much will the FIJC solution cost?

The value of the anticipated improvements
should not only outweigh the costs of the
proposed acquisition, it should also
exceed the costs of taking no action.

Managers should occasionally review EUC
to ensure continuing efficient we.
Reviews should be supportive of managers
who find new, additional ways to solve
problems with their Eue v4ho share new
ideas throughout the organization.

Chapter IV.
Sources of Supply
Once the decision to acquire =has been
made and approved, users should work with
their procurement support staffs to
select the items and the sources of
supply that will be most cost effective
in meeting their requirements. Regan: -
less of Whidh procurement alternative is
selected, the procurement file must show
the reasons why the it being procured
and the method of procurement selected
will satisfy the requirement at the
lowest overall cost to the Government,
price and other factors considered. All
quantifiable factors, including the
administrative cost of conducting the
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procurement and the cost and availability
of maintenance and training, should be
identified in the justification.

The following sources of supply should be
considered.

Sharing and Reuse

As part of step 7 in Chapter Three, one
should ax sider sharing existing agency
resources. The agency may already have
software Which, would be used depending on

7



licensing agreements. Public domain
software is another inexpensive approach,
if one is willing to assume the cost of
self-support. Evaluate potential for
obsolescence when deciding to reuse ADP
equipment.

To determine whether agencies have repor-
ted excess equipment to GSA that will
meet your EUC needs, review the ADP
Resources Availability List that GSA
publishes every other week. A hold may
be placed on surf it by calling GSA
(KHEE) an 202, or Me 566-1284. The
item may then be obtairmellarsubmitting a
completed Standard Fora 122 to GSA
(KHEE), Washington, EC 20405.

Agency Contracts

If an agmmoyhas awarded a mandatory con-
tract for microcomputers or software that
will meet the user's requirement, the
items) must be acquired from that
source. If a nonmandatory agency con-
tract is in place, it should be con-
s; dared along with the other procurement
altklrnatives discussed below. Agency
contracts can be used to achieve the
benefits of de facto standardization
described in Appendix B.

Small Purchases

Small purchase procedures (see Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) Part 13) may
only be used when the value of the
procurement is $25,000 or less. Conduct-
ing a small purchase procurement involves
orally soliciting quotations from a
reasonable number of manufacturers or
dealers in the local area. Since these
quotations maybe higher than prices
available under sdhedule contracts or
from GSA's computer store, the buyer
should review prices available under
schedule contracts and the store before
awarding under small purdhase proced-
ures. For purdhases between $1,000 and
$25, 000 the FAR statee, "Contracting
officers shall solicit quotations from a
reasonable number of qualified sources to
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ensure that the purdhase is advantageous
to the Government, price and other fac-
tors considered, including the admini-
strative cost of the purchase."
(Note.--FAR § 13.106(b))

Formai Solicitations

EUC equipment can be acquired by issuing
a formal solicitation document. Under
the formal advertising method of procure-
ment this involves the issuance of an
invitation for bids and the award of a
contract to the responsive, respcnsible
bidder offering the lowest price. The
negotiated method of procurement is
normally used for ADP. This requires the

issuance of a request for proposals, neg-
otiation, and award to the lowest overall

cost offeror that meets the Government's
minima requirements. The solicitation
and negotiation process is relatively
lengthy and expensive and is normally
appropriate for high dollar value pro-
curements or for items that cannot be
obtained through Office Technology Plus,
a schedule contract, small purchase proc-
edures, or an agency contract. Formal
solicitations will usually result in low
prices. However, due to their relatively
high administrative costs, they are
rarely cost effective for acquiring small
quantities of inexpensive computers.

Office TechnJlogy Plus

Office Tedhnology Plus (CTP) may only be
used for individual orders up to
$100,000. The ar stores offer a number
of services to Federal agencies in the
Washington, DC, and Philadelphia, PA,
metropolitan areas. These services,
whidh include system configuraton, main-
tenance, no-fee seminars, and rapid
delivery, may influence the overall cost
of acquiring and implementing a system.
Items may be ordered through the store by
delivering a properly executed purchase
order to the store. A synopsis in the
Commerce Business Daily (CM) or a dale-
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gaticn of procurement authority (DPh)
from GSA are not required.

Schedule Contracts

The ACP sdhedule =tracts (under
sections A and C) offer a wider range of
equipment and software than OTP. Bow -

ever, the extra services available at OTP
are normally not available under schedule
contracts. Maximum order limitations
(ms's) vary among schedule contracts,
but orders of up to *300.000 are within
the WL's of moot schedule contracts.
Orders above $300,000 require a DPA from
GSA. lbe intent to place schedule orders
in excess of 110,000 must be synopsized
in the CBD at leant 30 days before

placing the order. (See note at end of
this Chapter.)

Both the store and the schedule prices
reflect significant discounts from
vendors' commercial prices. Schedule
prices will often be lower than prices in
the computer store, but the value of the

services offered by the store (i f needed
by the timer) may offset the price
difference.

'The scot cost effective method for
procuring small, webers of low cost EUC
will normally be existing agency con-
tracts, GSA's OTP store, or a GSA non-
mandatory Are sdhedule contract.
(Note. --GSA Bulletins Mar-156 and TPR
61, dated August 19, 1983, discuss in
greater depth GSA's computer store and
the various alternatives for acquiring
end user computers.)

aft. This syncysizing requirement stems
' frau Attic Lae 96-72. At the tine of
palication, GSA was. seeking the
coacurrence of the Smell Business
Administration in a hledcet exemptice
frau the $10,010/30-da synopsis
requirement:. Pending a decision on the
Iblanket enomptica request, GSA plans to
mend PUPA Teepccary liegulaticn 71 to
implement the synopsis requirement.
current !MR notice requirement has a
*50.000 threshold and a 15-day period.

Chapter V.
The Procurement Action

only a contracting officer may commit
agency funds to the purChase of all end
user computing equipment obtained commer-
cially. Develop a positive relationship
with this key individual.

There are several measures one can take
to encourage this relationship. First,
talk with the officer about plans long
before deciding on what to buy tart after
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drafting problem definition and functions
to be performed. Discuss any ambiguity
about the nature of the solution and
communicate a desire to satisfy procure-
ment policy requirements. Remember that
contracting officers are often subjected
tohigh pressure tactics. Do not try to
substitute knowledge of the procurement
process for that of the contracting
Officer. In return one will normally
receive cooperation and respect for one's
program and management expertise.



Contracting officers have unique
authority, literally a warrant or license
to procure, granted by higher procurement
authorities. Failure to follow the regu-
lations can cost a contracting officer
their warrant and have serious career
implications. Therefor, contracting
officers are usually quite careful to
document the procurement file to show
that the regulations were followed.
Those program amnagers that follow the
Ten Steps discussed in Chapter III will
provide the contracting officer with the
docunentaticn that protects against nega-
tive audit findings and vendor protests.

Three Principles

Although there are many pages of regula-
ticns, there are three basic principles
for ADP contracting:

o Minimum (anticipated) need

o Maximum practicable competition

o Lowest overall met, price and
other factors considered

As noted earlier, one should not sell his
or her Objectives short unless they are
not feasible or not cost effective. A
bargain is no bargain if it does not meet
the Government's needs. Neither should
one waste taxpayers' dollars for unneces-

sary features and capabilities. Although
the contracting officer NO a duty to
prevent needless expense, the program
manager is ultimately responsible for
accomplishing goals with the resources
given.

Work with contracting officers in search-
ing out alternatives and vendors. Con-
tracting officers strive to get a fair
price for the agency by expanding the
range of competition. Furthermore, they
are concerned about the oompetitive
nature of subsequent procurements. They
will not welcome sole source follow-on
acquisitions.

10

ADP Procurement Points

'fie following points are helpful in ADP
procurement. (See Appendix E for further
details.)

Consider the administrative cost of OXP-
&kU14-ews0666iikement.--A response to a
notice in the Cameros Business Daily may
indicate a lower price than the price
available an the ADP Sdhedule. The con-
tracting officer may still order from the
Sdhedule if the difference in price is
more than attest by the time and cast
required to issue a solicitation. The
procurement file should be documented.
(See PLR* 4 201-4.1102-9 and 4'
2014.1109-6.)

Avoid paralysis by analysis. FIRMR Tem-
porary Regulation 71 says that the casts
of analysis should be commensurate with
the cost and/or benefits of the aqui-
sitian. Of the hundreds of EUC hardware
vendors, several that appear to meet
requirements should be found and evalu-
ated. (See FIR MR 4/201-4.1102-10.)

Lowest ,price does not necessarily mean
lowest overall cost. When evaluating
your potential sources of supply and
vendors, carefully consider the other
factors that can significantly contribute
to the lowest overall cost to the Govern-
ment. Some equipment may be cheap, but
it can cost dearly in training, mainten-
ance, operational capability and flexi-

bility, adverse environmental and organi-
zational impacts, and other factors.
(See Fii 4/201-4.1102- 10.)

Compatibility may save mner4. Decide
Which existing resources are valuable to
the EUC application. For Step 4 of
Chapter III, include an estimate of what
it would cost to duplicate or convert
these resources for compatibility. This
estimate can more than offset potential
benefits from acquiring incompatible
equipment. Armed with such a rationale,
the contracting officer can consider the
appropriate sources, confident the Gov-
ernment 3 getting the lowest overall
cost. (See FIRM 4/201-4.1109-12.)
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M you gain the contracting officer's
confidence, the two of you can work more
closely in evaluating vendors /Ind sources
of supply. By demonstrating wansitivity

to the three basic principles of ADP con-
tracting, end users can help the con-
tracting officer do his/her job better.
This will allow faster and far more suc-
cessful acquisition of EUC.

Chapter VI.
Summary

As end user computing technologies im-
prove and as agencies seek to increase
the productivity and effectiveness of
their personnel, lime managers will find
EUC a growing source of solutions. This
guide should help line manaGers meet
agency needs promptly with proper acqui-
sitions.

TO repeat the points of the previous
dhapters, first plan the EUC procure-
ment. Identify the people and policies
that must be dealt with, particularly
among the data processing and procurement
staff. Understanding the merits and dif-
ferences of efficiency and effectiveness
justifications, follow the Ten Steps to
Justify AIX. These are:

o Problem Definition
o FunctionsTo Be Performed
o Justification Over the System Life
o Records Management, Data Privacy,

Security, and Integrity
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o Organizational Implications
o Environmental Factors
o Alternatives
o Software and Hardware Requirements
o Configuration Selection
o Poet Installation Evaluation

Mist with data processing staff to review
the problem statement and proposed
solution for tedhnical feasibility.
Discuss with the contracting officer not
only the specifics of the requirement,
but also the objectives and constraints
of the procurement process. Finally,
lock to the future by considering:

o The Impact of Standardization
o The Network Decision
o Regulatory Overview
o Lessons Learned frau the GSA End

User Pilot Project
o Records management

11



Chapter VII. Appendix A
Hypothetical Documentation and
Justification Packages - Example One

This =awls follows the tan-step format
for a simple, stan&alons EUC applica-
tion. It describes how a single user,
the branch secretary, will report travel
expenses against the plan to the branch
chief for 30 peofessienals who work in
the field. The EUC procurement will be
for a single microomputer-based system,
electronic spread sheet with graphics
software, and a printer.

Problem Statement

Problem Definition. The problem is that
agency MIS Travel Fund Reports are not
timely, not available ca a emulative
basis, and have no cemperisen of plan vs.
obligations. The branch secretary spends
much valuable time trying to maintain a
manual system while falling behind in
other duties. The brand: thief needs to
better manage travel ftmds in support of
the program, and to discuss corrective
actions with field wo rkers before serious
problems occur. This will avoid end-of-
year fund difficulties.

Functions to be Performed. EUC will re-
place the manual spread sheets of branch
travel data. Field workers will continue
to submit weekly travel forms XYZ-99 to
the Branch for forwarding to Central
Office ADP. The brands secretary will
enter the data to EUC by keystroke from
these forms. EUC produced and printed
spread sheets are in additica to graphs
showing the expense vs. plan for each
field worker. The totals for the branch
will be given to the branch chief.
Thirty field worker travel reports will
be entered weekly. Printout of data
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will oeeur.monthly, except perhaps weekly
during the last quarter. There will be
no data commications requirement.

Justification over the System Life. The
cost of this system will be less than
$25,000, therefore no system life is req-
uired to be set. EUC will save about 16
hours of secretarial time for each
report, 14 times per year, or about 336
hours worth $3,360. The secretary's time
saved will be applied to the typing
backlog. EUC will permit better manage-
ment of travel funds by the branch chief.

Records Management, Data Privacy,

Security, and Integrity. Data content is
each field worker's travel expenses. The
secretary will key, enter, dhange, and be
responsible for data. Field workers will
have access to their own travel fund
status with a telephone call to the sec-
retary, but not access to the status of
other field workers. The brand chief
will have access to all data. The data
base will be at EUC workstation on floppy
diskettes. The diskette storage rack
will be in the administrative file cab-
inet. The files are administratively
confidential and diskettes will be locked
with other such data in the file cabinet
nightly by the secretary.

This EUC application can be audited for
management decisions on the allocation of
travel. One copy of each printed summary
report to the brands dhief will be re-
tained for five years, according to the
Agency records schedule. At end of each
month a backup copy of the floppy disk
will be made and kept for one month, in
case of accidental erasure or other mis-
hap.

Prececfing page blank 13



Organizational Imelicstions. Agency MIS
will not be affected. No expensicn is
planned.. Branch secretary has a positive
attitude to the change.

Znviramental Factors. The micraccapnter
and the printer will be placed cn the
branIlh secretary's credenza. The elec-
trical outlet behind desk will be used.
The Imilding manager via:emends using an
electrical surge protector (about 00)
because other equipment uses the same
circuit. No other special equipment is
needed.

Solution Statement

Alternatives. No agency data processing
support is available. The cost of Ob-
taining services would exceed cost of FIX
for this small job. No excess equipment
is available.

Software and Hardware Requirements.
Brief demonstrations show that several

electralic: spread sheet and graphics

scdtward products will operate on a

variety of hardware. The entire system
will cost about 0000. The hardware must
include a standard typewriter keyboard
with a ten-key numeric keypad that is
similar to a calculator in use and in
layout, and a screen cn which colunns of
numbers are legible. The printer must be
able to support graphics.

Cnnfiguraticn Selection. The contracting
officer advises that no in-house contract
exists. He reccomende OTP because the
need including putting system components
together to operate and training for the
umar. A visit to the store showed three
systems capable of meeting the need. The
lowest priced of these three is satisfac-
tory, i.e. 0,695.

Post Installation Evaluation. Six months
after installation the Branch Chief will
verify that travel costs are done on the
system and that no manual spread sheets
are needed or used. 'she typing backlog
will be assessed to verify that secre-
tarial time is being better used.
Additional uses will be considered for
the system. If it is not performing up
to expectation it will be offered to
other organizations for rem..

Chapter VW. Appendix B
Hypothetical Documentation and
Justification Packages - Example Two

Consider a regional office with ten con-
tracting officer representatives (COR's)
administering $20 million in contracts
per year. Currently the region has a

data key entry contractor convert its
paper reports to magnetic tape for the
central office data system. The system
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frequently proves untimely and unres-
ponsive, with serious results as explain-
ed below.

The example follows the Ten Step format
for a pilot of WC to solve a complex
problem. The manager anticipates the



need for a network of portable micro-
computers among his field workers and his
awn office.

Acquiring and installing the desired lEUC
network will be a complicated and lengthy
process, involving persons outside the
tames organization. The manager believes
the system can be built from off-the-
shelf software and hardware. Coordin-
ating the data that would be sent via
telephone would be the most cogplez part
of the network system.

To solve the problem the manager has
decided to divide the issues into two
steps.

First, acquire a single portable lK unit
75F-i volunteer field worker who is eager
to try the new technology. This step
will demonstrate the worth of
freestanding EUC in the field.

Second, should the pilot indicate that
EUIC lor.all field workers is desirable,
network capability will become a possible
additional feature, at a small increment
in cost. Th_, manager has chosen to care-
fully document the pilot to determine if
additional EUC would be at effective.

Problem Statement

Problem Definition. COR's need a faster
system for tracking contracts, calcula-
ting payment data and authorizing pay-
ments to =tractors for progress against
milestone objectives as a production in-
centive, and to obtain prompt payment
discounts. The estimated worth of the

program in this Region is $20 million per
year.

The Regional office is behind in its
paperwork by two or three weeks, causing

contractors to oomplain of late cheCks.
Payments are actually based upon field
worker manual spread sheets, not the
central office printouts. Under the
FTCUTt Payment Act (Public Law 97-177,
May 21, 1982), payments must be timely,
or interest penalties are required.
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Also, monthly reports to Central Office
require a tremendous, hectic rush to
bring cases qp to date.

Fistotions to be Performed. =twill
enter contract performance data omits.
lax will indicate the payment to be made,
if any, plus produce a report for the
regional office. lbe regional office
will assess progress and trade pay-
ments.

For the pilot, contract data will be
printed for the data key entry contrac-
tor. The potential exists for data
'teleccemarticatice.

COR visits 10 sites weekly, with three
pages of data to enter for each. (All
field workers handle about 300 pages per
week, which could be managed in the reg-
ional office by a microcomputer with a
peripheral storage device.)

Justification over the System Life. The
pilot study will run {or about 6 months
to a year. The results will be analyzed
by the COR user and the manager. Quan-
titative improvements are reduced penal-
ties paid to contractors for lateness.
Qualitative improvements are
better reports to the manager, plus
improved relatiors with contractors and
central office.

If a network is acquired, regional office
records will be up-to-date and the region
will be able to monitor trends.

The greatest potential savings for the
Government available through the network
under consideration are not directly
measurable, and will be realized when
timely payments provide an increased
incentive to reduce future =tract
prices and bids. About $20 million per

year is paid through the program.

The cost of penalty interest payments to
contractors is currently at the rate of
$200,000 per year. The estimated cost of
$60,000 for EUC equipment required by the
network under consideration could be rec-
overed by a 30 percent reduction of cur-
rent interest payments, a reasonably at-
tainable goal.

15



Records it Ceta Privacy!

SscuritY, io ty. EUC will
contain the same information that COR
manually enters on torus. EUC software
will contain contract schedule of pay-
ments data. Only CDR may change data.
The OOR is authorized access only to
currently assigned cases.

All contract data and reports are admin-
istratively confidential, proprietary,
and not to be released except as approved
by the appropriate authority. The field
worker remains responsible for integrity,
accuracy and security of data.

Existing forms will be used in the
pilot. Field data entry will be made on
the screen set up to look like forms.
The records managemunt office has
concurred in this plan.

All data are subject to audit. Records
are to be retained according to the ag-
ency records schedule. If the network is
installed, data received in the regional
office will be protected by the system
supervisor.

If pilot is successful and network is
implemented, a regional office micro-
computer could contain data similar to
that now key entered and processed out-
side the office. Tho ODR could enter
data at site visits, print and mail hard
copy to the regional office contract
files for record and audit purposes.
Badkup disks could be made in the region-
al office via telecommunication. The
regional office would run summary data
daily, printing graphic reports for anom-
alies, progress, etc. Such management

tools are not now available. Management
reports would be retained as adminis-

trative files, not contract files.

organizational Implications. Currently,
CORis mail forum to the region's magnetic
tape data key entry contractor weekly

($5000/ylar). But some end-of-month data
is telephoned to the Regional office for
completion of forum then hand carried to
the data key entry (=tractor. Under the
pilot study, the user will mail EUC
printouts to the data key entry oontrac-
tor for magnetic tape key entry of data.
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Data is run monthly on the XYZ agency's
computer on a reimbursable basis
($30,000/year). Checks are than printed
by the Treasury Department (cost unknown)
bated upon the magnetic tape prepared by
the XYZ Agency. Central office prepares
management reports based upon othir tapes
prepared by X= Agency. Each of the five
regions has a similar system.

Al successful regional data network would
replace the entire regional system. It

could be used by all regions. OOR's
could transmit data to a microcomputer in
the regional office which could produce
reports and authorize payments by elec-
tronic transfer of funds to contractors.

Environmental Factors. COR's constraints
are a power outlet and a telephone at
each site. A network would require des',..

space in the regional office.

Solution Statement

Alternatives. Improvements in ADP sup-
port from the existing system have been
estimated to require at least two years
and cost about .000. Non-ADP resour-
ces are too slow. No excess ADP equip-
ment is available. The requirement is
for a portable and personal automated
system.

Software and Hardware Requirements. Our
agency microcomputer expert states that
commercially available software, which
will run on many hardware products, is

available to solve the problem with
English language user malts. Also, some
portable micros come with their own

software at one price. Software appli-
cations needed will be: a filing or data
base, an electronic spread sheet, prin-
ting, and possibly telephonic data com-
munication. Each of these applications
will need to transfer information between
them, so an' integrated package is need-
ed. Easily portable hardware to run the
specified software, ten-key numeric key-
pad, legible page-size screen, and
portable printer are needed.
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Configuration Selection. Some satis-
factory products are available for the
pilot from GSA Schedules A and C. The
coMbined oast of leasing (at $300 per
month) plus 'the significant residual
value of the equipment (at least two
thirds original price) exceeds the pur-
chase price in all cases. The purchase
prices ares

Brand A Model 1 plus ABC Software - $5000.
Brand B ?del 1 includes software - $6000.
Brand C includes software - $7000.

We have the in-house tednnical ability to
get the pilot under way and solve most
problems, so we do not need the services
of CTP (GSA.stcce). If the pilot is
satisfactory, we will request a network
of ten field microcomputers plus a re-
gional office computer and printer. from
what we learn on the pilot, our require-
ments maybe refined. At that time it

maybe cheaper to buy all equipment cf
another bland than the pilot, or to buy
additional equipment oompatitae with the
pilot. We will work with the contracting
officer to find the lowest cost
alternative.

Post Installation Evaluation. The
manager and the pilot user will discuss
the pilot monthly. After six months the
pilot will be evaluated in writing. The
elimination of paperwork bait log and
absence of late payments are the main
criteria. If to pilot succeeds, a
proposal for all field workers and the
regional office to have U.0 and
oassunicaticns will be submitted to
higher management.

If the pilot does not indicate a bigger
EUC system, the single field worker may
continue to use the pilot if he 3C
desires. If not, it will be excessed.

Chapter IX. Appendix C
The Impact of Standardization

AM, AMINO NMI

The tedhnology of microcomputers is
rapidly developing, and the marketplace
is volatile. Managers are faced with a
myriad of brands and models from whidh to
select. New products continue to be
announced while products and companies
disappear. Hbw can managers guard
against acquiring too many different and
incompatible products? What are the
technological and management issues?
This appendix attempts to provide answers
for the line manager.

Managers must recognize that standardiza-
tion and compatibility are even more
important for software than for hard-
ware. Software often may be used on
different manufacturers' hardware. In
addition, information and its uses are
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generally transportable along with
software.

Advantages of Standardization

Before acquiring EUC, mamgers should
consider the following benefits of atan-
dardizatica:

Personnel rescwrcee:
- Uniform tralning means more economies
use of training resources. It simp1ifies
scheduling through repeated and continual
training sessions.
- Mutual support groups reduce the time
tolsemodh out advice. Innovaticre are
shared by users.
- Since skills are transferable, the
absence of an employee does not cripple
work production.
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Miintanances
:7IMERi6Ei minimizes doontimd.
- Ike sale types of repairs, MX may be
econceically and quiddy maintained by an
in-house staff.
- Inventory, storage space, and main-
tenance equipment are reduced.
- Costs and the milkier of maintenance
contracts are reduced.
Peripherals:
- Sharing of resources is facilitated;
fewer devices and parts may be needed.
- Staff gains experience in maintersance
of peripherals and their effectiveness in
meeting requirements.
Software:
-7&r-a and prcgraim are poet-able between
users . Notertheless managers mus t
comply with licensing agreements.
- Modifications of software can be shared.
- Programmers and users will become
familiar with software mare quickly.
- A large number of users may justify the
development costs of custom software.
- An in-hcase software library may be
economical.
-Amore comprehensive data base is
potentially available for system up-
grades, such as networks.
- Unforeseen information sharing will
occur to the advantage of the organ.-
zation.

Procurement:
- Agencies can obtain greater discounts
when buying in larger quantities.
- Vendors are more likely to provide
expert advice and service to volume
customers.

Networks:
the decision is made, networks can

be completed with less cost and delays.
Less hardware and software are required
for interfacing.
- Managers may want to set a network
standard as a requirement for all EUC,
whether or not each user plans to be part
of a network.

Disadvantages of Stands rdization

Passible disadvantages must also be
considered:
- Tightly specified standards can signi-
ficantly reduce the range of cosapatition;
carefully considered justifications must
be established beforehand.
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- Healy investment in standardizaticn may
inhibit development of a comprehensive
ctsolescence policy.
- Ammtrictions hamper ability to react to
malar market or technological changes.
- Some flexibility is lost, particularly
to meet triique or special needs.
- Effective standardization may require
stringent management controls.
- A waiver process will be necessary.
- Broadly stated standards can sacrifice
benefite of having standards.
- An organization-wide definition of
needs and a unitdmispecificaticn for
procurements may delay the inglementatico
of microcomputers. It may include too
many comma:deem to truly satisfy many
users.

Operating Systems

Coe step for achieving compatibility is
through selection of a standard operating
system. This software package alloys
varies pieces of hardware and appli-
cations software to operate together.
Typically, the operating system is invis-
ible to the end user. A program can
operate on different vendors' madhines
only if they employ the same operating
system ds a first step. Thus, a common
operating system allows for the potential
interdhange of program among machines.
Programs designed for a common operating
system can usually be made compatible
with an assortmesit of brands and modelA
of hardware. Use of a common operating
system can enable compatability among
data, storage media, and some peripheral
e quipment. There are exceptions to these
instances of compatibility, so managers
should obtain written guarantees or
demonstrations before buying so-called
coepatitle products.

Some operating systems are said to be de
facto industry standards by virtue of
their early and widespread use by manu-
facturers. Agency managers should evalu-
ate an operating system on the basis of
"an office standard" in the procurement
of hardware and software.

Software Costs

By the end of this decade, software may
account for more than half of the cost of
a typical microcomputer system.



Hardware by its very nature: i.e.& swim
producelbylextomation, with increasing
capabilities pedxed into its "dhips," is
becoming less expensive. Software, Whida
is written by humans and which is very
labor intensive, continues to became rel-
atively more expensive. Software tends
to be modified ("software maintenance")
over time, While hardware will frequently
retain the same basic capabilities aver
its lifetime.

Software problem and requirements for
large systems are hard to foresee. With
large computers, it is often fowl that
custom software costs exceed all esti-
mates and that results are disappoin-
ting. Managers may alleviate oc elimi-
nate this software Aft's.' with EOC for
too main reasons. First, the size and
simplicity of smaller systems makes
defining requirements easier. Second,
there is an ever growing supply of
commercially available off the shelf
software program. Such program can
meet the software requirements of the
vast majority of end users. In addition,
software market competitian promotes
reliability, purchase and development
economies, vendor warranties, user
friendly programs, and other advantages

for the buyer.
The effort invested in selecting the best
software product will pay for itself many
times over. Managers may easily find a
program that meets their general require-
ments, but have more difficulty in

choosing the optima software for their
specific needs. Menage= should make
their staff mare of the costs of doing
their cm programming and should encour-
age them to find suitable, commercially
mailable products. Cum_om programming
should be done in most cases only by
professional programers, and only when
the investment will yield justifiable
returns relative to existing ....su.rcial

software.

End users can select the best software to
suit their needs in a variety of ways:

- the commercially available analysis.
- And software trade literature.
- took for those with similar problems.
- Seek advice frame tedhnical interest
groups and user oanizaticre
- Sorrow cc purchase software for
evaluation. Casts are tie wally law enough
to mike this desirable.
-Attend classes, symposia, and seminars
invalid,: software is discussed.
- Establish an inAftfouse software
evaluation group.

Finally, as a manager you need to antici-
pate the casts of maintaining a library
of commercial software. Host notable of
these casts is training and retraining,
especially for these staff uncomfortable
with EOC. Another frequently =antici-
pated cost is maintaining and updating
documentaticn and copies of the soft-
ware. Lastly, administering licensing
agreements can be en unexpected duty.

Chapter X. Appendix D
The Network Decision

An important consideration in the design
of any office automation system is the
flow of information from cm point to
another. The structure that carries the
information bade and forth between the
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source point and the data destination is
commonly referred to as the network. A
network consists of both hardware and
software components, such a- telecom-
munications adapter hrdwar, rued commull-
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icaticx software. This may include a
modem and a telephone (dial --up) or dedi-
cated line. Network sizes can vary
ismensely; two or three wire-connected
word pro:assets maybe moldered a
network. The network function could be
acotaplished by mailing compatible disks,
up and down loading files to a common
"host" computer, or sharing the same
micreprocemsor with ether users (multi-
tasking) . At the other and of the
tedhnological spectrum, a network can
also be a nationwide information system
of terminals and captors =meted
though satellite telecommunications.

Since the users of micreprocessors are
likely to include all levels of employ-
ees, tram executives to clerical workers.
organizations have begun to recognize the
importance of exchanging ir.Z7,mation
among systems, zones, and The
resulting configuration is a network
where varimm office products, such as
word processors, computers, electronic
copiers, optical character recogniticn
equipment, and facsimile devices

communicate with each other to provide
the Leer with the requested information.

Direct data sharing among personal compu-
ters (PC's) is impractical. This is
primarily the result of the major selling
point of a PC, its bow price. The law
price prevents the PC from having the
sophisticated type. of operating system
capable of handling multiple requests for
different data frees several sources at
cnce. This is perhaps why most PC users
today operate in a stand -alone ,_;.nvircn-
ment. One solution is to add an informa-
tion management computer as a network
controller and let this computer handle
the intricate task of channeling the
information to the various PC's as they
request it.

Local Area Network

The use of a local area network (LAN)
provides an organization with the techno-
logical basis for an integrated office
automation service. Because consider-
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able wiring needs to be run through your
building LAN's involve a certain amount
of custom design. Therefore, the decision
to install an LAN requires ccmsiderable
planning.

LAN technology is still in its infancy
and developments in all areas are being
made at a rapid pace. For instance, some
recent products use fiber optic cables as
the transmission medium. Another LAN
todlnologywill operate over an in-house
radio frequency transmitter. 'the price
price range for LAN's vary widely, de-
pending an the size, the complexity, and
the number of installation which the LAN
can support. Prices range free a few
thousand dollars to several million.

Network Approval

Network planning should involve all
levels of management responsible for the
processes that will be supported by the
network. Senior agency management shoull
be closely involved in the approval pro-
cess for any large scale network. An

agency's 5-year Information Resources
Management (LW) Plan is an excellent
vehicle for approval and coordination.
Although network implementation may not
occur for several years, policies and
procurements can be planned to ensure
compatible connections. Thus, planning
can avoid substantial interconnect oasts
in the future.

GSA review and approval are not required
for local, non -voice telecommunications
requirements, regardless of amount, or
for intercity, non-voice requirements
=sting $50,000 tpurdhase price or annual
lease) or less.

Network Acquisition

Agency documentation for network acquisi-
tion should note communication casts,
including wire installation, telephone
couplers, and monthly media expenses.
Choice of a procurement vehicle for a
network acquisition will be predicated
upon meeting system requirements, the



size of the expenditure, and agency
rules. Managers may wish to move incre-
mentally to a network, which necessitates
planning for installations and procure-
ments.

Network Managoment

Agencies should provide same fore of con-
trol merbanissi to advise new users and
maintain a trouble-free network. This
may be difficult to implement in the near
term because of the lack of a compre-
hensive established standard and the
state of flux that exists in both the

microcomputer market and its associated
netwerks. There are signs that activity
within the industry maybe settling down
and that both de facto and industry stan-
dark will gain relatively wide accep-
tance. The network manager should stay
abreast of theme enansms through GSA
guides, consultants, user groups, tort-
anal literature, etc.

There is an abundance of information
available regarding network management.
If the network is larger than a few
stations and the manager is not
experienced in this area, the manager
should seek expert advice. The guidance
in Appendix 8 regarding standardization
is applicable to relatively small networks.

Chapter XI. Appendix E
Regulatory Overview

General contracting regulations are con-
tained in the Federal Acquisition Regula-
tion (FAR) , which went into effect April
1, 1984. Hbwever, the FAR does not in-
clude previsions that are unique to
procurement and contracting for infor-
mation resources such as MC equipment.
The regulations governing the acqui-
sitico, management and use of all ADP
equipment and software are oontained in
the Federal Information Resources Manage-
ment Regulation (FIRMR) (41 CFR 201).
The FIRMR was effective April 1, 1984.
In its initial issuance, the FIRMA con-
sists of the prc-,isions that ware pre-
viously contained in Parts 101 -35, 36,
and 37 and portieres of Part 101-11 of the
Federal Property Mangement Regulations
(FFMR) and Subpart-.., 1-4.11, 1- 4.1,2, and
1-4.13 of the Federal Proctsrement Regu-
lations (FPR). Therefore, agencies
should continue to follow the provi-
stens in the above mentioned FPR and FPMR
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provisions. However, these provisions
must be cited as FIRIR provisicns. For
example FPR § 1-4.1109-6 ia now FIRM §
201-4.1109-6: and FPHR § 101-35.210 is
now FIRMR § 231-35.210. This convention
is used throughout this guide.

The FIRMR is modified by a number of tem-
porary regulations and is amplified by
various informational bulletins and hand-
books. TWo recent issuances (FIRMR Tempo-
rary Regulation (Temp. Reg.) 71 (prev-
iously designated FPR Temp. Reg. 71) and
FIRM Temp. Reg. F-500 (previously des-
ignated FPHR Temp. Reg. F-500)) are in-
tended to change the orientation in the
regulations that was primarily toward
large, onmpisx ADP equipment systems.
These changes are discussed in this
appendix.

The following is a brief overview of the
regulatory requirements in the EUC aoqui-
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sition process. There are no regulations
that apply only to end user computing.
EUC must be acquired within the framework
of existing regulations. Ibis guide,
particularly Chapter Three, is written to
satisfy the regulatory requirsnents. It
is current as of the date of printing.
In the event of inconistencles, the
regulation take precedence over this
guide.

Determination and Justification
of Need

Requirements Analysis. The need for all
ADPE must be supported by a requirements
analysis that is commensurate with the
size and complexity of the need. The
factors that at be considered in the
requirements analysis are listed in 5
201-35.207(c) of FIMMRTemp. Reg. F-500.

Determination of the Government System or
item Life. The Government system or its*
ir&1ust be determined for midi require-
ment as part of the requirements analy-
sis. Bbwever, 5 201-35.208(c) of FIRMR
T. Reg. F-500 makes the determination
of a system/item life optional When the
purdnase price of a system/item is
$25,000 or less and when purchase is
determined to be the most likely advan-
tageous method of acquisition. The fac-
tors that must be considered in deter-
mining the system/item life are listed in
FIRM § 201-35.208(a) and are paraphrased
below:

o The period of time during Which the

proposed item will satisfy the
user's needs;

o the rate at which tedhnology is
expected to advance;

o the probability that maintenance,
parts, etc. will continue to be
available beyond the period
intended use; and

o the probability that the item will
be reused by another part of the
user's agency or another agency
when it no longer meets the initial
user's needs.
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Comparative Cost Analysis. Section
201-35.209 offIRMR Temp. Peg. F-500
requires that a =operative at analysis
of the alternatives that might satisfy
the requirement be =ducted to determine
the lowest overall cost alternative. The
alternatives that must be oonsidered are
listed in FIRM 5 201-35.209(a). When
the anticipated value of the procurement
is $50,000 or less, a cost/benefit analy-
sis justifying the proposed equipment or
system may be substituted for a compre-
hensive comparative coast analysis.

Procurement

elegaticne of Procurement Authority
MAT. ADP procurements require GSA
authority. Hower, FIRM § 201-4.1104-1
grants a blanket delegation of procure-
ment authority to Federal agencies for
ADP procurements below certain dollar
thresholds. 'Hose thresholds were in-
creased in FIRM Temp. Reg. 71. The
table at the end of this appendix con-
tains the current blanket thresholds for
ADP equipment, cosmercially available
software, maintenance, and commercial ADP
services.

Procurement Alternatives. The various
procurement alternatives for acquiring
EUC equipment are disclosed in Chapter
Prior of this guide and in GSA Bulletins
originally designated GSA Bulletin FPR 61
an' GSA Bulletin FPMR F-156.

The Award Decision. The Federal Govern-
ment's basic policy objective with res-
pect to all ADP procurement is to obtain
maximum practicable competition in order

to meet its minimum needs at the lowest
overall cost, price and other factors
considered.

FIRM § 201-4.1102-4 states that "'Maxi-
mum practicable competition' means a
negotiated procurement action when pro-
posals are solicited from the maximum
number of qualified ,sources, including
small business concerns, consistent with
the nature of and requirements for the
supplies or services to be procured, to
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the and that the procurement will be made
to the best edventage of the Government,
price and other tact= considered. This
requires a procurement strategy, suitable
to the circumstances, in which the state-
ment of the user's requirement is' set
forth in the least restrictive terms pos-
sible without compicmising 'cozily or
efficiency. It is designed to elicit
from responsible firms capable of satis-
fying the needs, a nusiber of favorable
offers commensurate with the value of the
prccurement. It is calculated to satisfy
the user's needs at the loweet overall
cost to the Government, price and other
factors considered (see MI-4.1102-10).
The quantifiable cost of conducting the
grocurement and other adidnistrative
costs directly related to the
peccess

Section 201-4.1102-10 of FINS 'Amp. Reg.
71 defines "lowest overall cost" as the
least expenditure of funds over the sys-
tem/item life, price and other factors
ccnsidered. Lowest overall costs shall
include purdhase price, lease or rental
prices, or service prices of the contract
action involved, other factors, and
other identifiable and quantifiable costs
that are directly related to the acqui-
sition and use of the system/item; e.g:,
personnel, maintenance and cperation,
site preparatica, energy ccnsumption,
installation, ccnversico, system start-
up, contractor support, and the present
value discount factor (see also FIRIR
201-35.210) . ftwever, the administrative
costs of conductfng an analysis to deter-
mine the lowest overall cost alternative
shall be commensurate with the cost or
price of the item being acquired and with
the benefits erected to be derived from
67WIERng the analysis. (Also see
201-4.1103-6 regarding ADPE priced at
$25,000 or less.)" [Emphasis added.]

Purchase is usually the Lowest cost
method for acquiring low colt EUC.
Considering other methods of acquisiticn
(lease, leas* with option to purchase,
etc.) is optimal when an agency is
purchasing equipment with a price of
$25,000 or less, and the total purchase
price of all of the equipment and soft-
ware is $300,000 or less. (See FIRM
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201-35.210, FIRIalhemp. Reg. F-500, and
201-4.1103-6 of FIRMA Temp. Reg. 71.)

Management Considerations

Pri Data &Kur and Ph ical
ts and

201-35. 1'7 discuss the protection of
sensitive data and sensitive application
systems. Subpart 201-35.17 also contains
guidance regarding agency requirements
under the Privacy Act of 1974. Guide-
lines Applicable to the environmental and
physical security of ADP facilities are
contained in FIR'S Subpart 201-36.7.

Enutpment Inventory. Federal agencies
are required to report their ADP equip-
ment systems with a purchase price
greater them $50,000 (or lease Charges
greater than $1,667 per month) to GSA's
ACFE Data Syscem (ADPE/DS) . (Until
recently, this system was known as the
ACP Management Information System and
required that all ADFE, regardless of
'met, be reported.) Subpart 201-36.5 of
FLRAIRTemp. Reg. F-500 explains the
reporting requirements under the
ALPE/DS. However, Tamp. Reg. F-500 does
not relieve agencies from maintaining
internal agency equipment inventories in
accordance with normal property manage-
ment regulations, and GSA reserves the
right to require special, one-time
sutmissicra of information regarding
equipment below the $50,000 threshold.

Records Management. The regulations gov-
erning reccrde management are contained
in FPMR Part 101-11. These include the
creation. of types of records such as
correspcndence, reports, forms, and

directives; the :organization, mainten-
ance, and use of current records; the

dispcsiticn of Federal records;
micrographics; standard and optional
forms; and interagency reports management.

WOrd Processing. The regulations govern-
ing word processing that were previously
contained in FPMR Subpart 101-11.9 were
canceled by FIRM Temporary Regulat'.on
F-500. Virtually all equipment that is
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acquired and used for word proosssing has
general purpose computing capability.
Therefor, the management and acquisition.
of suds devices, regardless of their
intended me, are governed by the AEP
regulaticns.

References

The Ballwin; are GSA general and
tedhnical publications of interest to
users and buyers of EUC equipment.

General References

"Managing_End User Computing in the
Federal Goverment." This June 1983
report provides an overview of EUC'tech-
nolcgy, with emphasis cn emerging manage-
ment problems and passible 'cautions. It
outlines GSA's "managed innovation" pro-
gram and roc:morn& a series of actions
for agency considera tics. For a free
copy, write or call MEM (KA), Washing- -
tan, DC 20405: telephone FrS/(202)
566-0291.

Information Resouroes Management News-
letter.The Newsletter features news of
interest to informa cn managers in the
Federal Government. Copies may be or-
dered from OIR (KL), Washington, DC
23405; telephone FTS/(202) 535-7429.

Technical References

GSA Bulletin FPMR F-153, Manaqoment and
Use of Information Processing Resources.
This bulletin was issued on June 13,

1983. It discusses recent GSA actions
regarding informaticn resources manage-
ment and EUC and recommend' agency
policies and procedures for managing
information resources.

GSA Bulletin FPMR F-156, Office Tedh-
noloiy Plus-IGSA's Computer Store). This
bulletin was issued on Auguct 19, 1983.
It describes GSA's computer store and the
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various other procurement alternatives
for buying small computers and related
software, training, and maintenance.

FIRMR Temporary Regulaticn 71. Tnis
temporary repletion became effective on
September 1, 1983. It modifies FIB
Subparts 201-4.11 and 201-4.12 by raising
the dollar thresholds for blanket dele-
gations of procurement authority from
GSA: by changing the definition of ADPE
to reflect equipment classification
changes: by adding candititons under which
low cost computers can be awarded on the
buds of lamest purchase price; and by
milking clarifying changes regarding the
use of ACP schedule contracts. (See
Table an P. 25.)

FIRM Temporary Regulation F-500. The
effective late of this temporary requia-
tion is October 1, 1983. It modifies
FIRMR Subpart 201-35.2 by allowing re-
quirements analysis to be conducted on an
aggregated rather than an individual
basis: by making the detarmination of a
system/item life optional under certain
conditicm for systems/items costing
$25,000 or less: by allowing a cost/
benefit analysis to be substituteJ for a
more comprehensive comparative cost
analysis when the value of the procure-
ment is $50X00 CC less: and by waiving
the requirement to conduct a lease/
purdhase analysis for systems /items
costing $25,000 or less under certain
ccnditions. It also changes the name of
the ADP Management Information System to
the ADPE Data System and changes the
reporting requirements so that only
general purpose ADP equipment systems
costing more than $50,000 (purchase
price) or $1,667 (monthly rental) need to
be reported.

FIRM Tem r atio_ 11-1 3
terpciary regular Bch is identical
to FIRM Temporary Regulation 72, was
effective April 12, 1983. It implements
the Federal Communications Ccomission
emoran- dim, Opinion and Order of April

12, 1963, to enable the Bell Operating
Companies and the Long Lines Department

of AT&T to provide limited amounts of new
customer premises equipment to Government
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agencies when necessary to meet certain
critical commimicaticrs requirements.

FIRMR T tion P-502. This
r Ce3 will October 1,
1983. It prescribes infcematicn that GSA
needs to review Federal agency require-

manta for data, facsimile, or record
telecommunication systems or services.
It also abolishes GSA's Communicaticns
MSnagement Information System and cen-
solidates all regulaticms concerning the
review and approval of data, facsimile,
and record services.

INCREASED TWA THRESHOLDS UNDER PIRMR TEMPORARY REGULATION 71

Ctmpetitive Sole Source Schedule

ADPE $2.54 (purchase price) $.251 (purchase price) $.304 (purchase price)
$1.M4 (mantel rental) $.10M (annual rental) (whether leased or pia%hasel

Software $1M (total procurement) $.104 (total procurement) Maximum order limitatim

Maintenance $114 (annual charges) $.104 (annual charges) Maximum order limitaticn

Commercial
ADP Services $214 (annual charges) $.204 (annual charges) $2M (if ccmpetitive)

$.20M (if sole source)

Chapter XII. Appendix F
Lessons Learned From the GSA End User
Computing Pilot Project

In February 1983, GSA initiated a 6-srrith
end user computing (EUC) pilot project.
GSA acquired 20 microcomputers for the Cen-
tral Office and three for each of its
11 regions. A microcomputer, three soft-
ware packages, a printer, and two disk
drives were distributed to those end users

who were best able to demcnstrate that SIX
would increase their productivity. Each
applicant's progress was evaluated quar-
terly.

The purpcee of the project was to gain
hands-clin experience in the use of EUC to
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help GSA develop agency and Goverment-wide
policies and procedures for managing stx Random Access Memory (RAM)
equipment. The *aiming is a synopsis of
the lessons GSA has learned in the pilot
project.

Inexperienced Users

The and users' lack of familiarization with
the available software peckagis delayed
productivity gains Longer than expected.
The documentation provided with the soft-
ware was voluminous and too technical for
many end users.

Management must recognise that new users
will not bend me experts overnight. They
must ensure that users are not "turned off'
to the technology. TeChnical support
should be made available to help the end
users through tLe learning period.

Training

Users reported that hands-an training was
much more beneficial-than Lectures or
films. At least 4 to 8 hours of general
introduction to micrcoomputers is suffi-
cient. Hands-on training should be provi-
ded an each software package. Spread sheet
applications require at least 8 hours
training for single applications, with en
additional 16 hours training in more com-
plex applicaticas such as budget projec-
tions using conditionels and other complex
functicre. Data bee* management software
training should be 24 to 40 hours.

Disk Storage Capacity

Disk storage capacity on floppy disks was
inadequate for the heavier users. Dividing
work onto multiple disks often degraded the
performance of the software. Many users
need 10 to 20 megabytes of hard disk stor-
age.
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The emerging integrated application soft-
ware products (ocebinatica text, spread-
sheet, graphics, schedules, communications
packages) require RAM beycad the capacity
of equipment used in the pilot. Also,
memory expansion units are particularly
useful for manipulating larger data bases,

Maintenance

All microcomputers coma with a 90 -day
warranty m parts and labor. However,
terms of the warrantise vary from vendor to
venaor. Sass require the equipment to be
brought in, some provide free on-site main-
tenance, and others charge a fee for an-

site maintenance during the warranty per-
iod. Maintenance agreements after the war-
ranty period vary similarly.

Our after-warranty repair costs were 81,5C:
for 6 months. Repairs have ranged from
blown fuses to the replacement of a firm-
were board in a printer. Replacement parts
are expensive. The repair of one defective
disk drive unit would cost $200.00 more
than a complete new unit because of labor
coasts and pricing policies.

It is possible for users to perform certain
minor repairs (e.g., replacing fuses or
video monitor adapters). Temporarily sub-
stituting pieces from operable units for
defective units can also limit down time.

Benefits

The consensus of our end users was that
their operations had benefited from the use
(If EUC even more than expected. In most
cases, the improvements were not measurable
in terms of staff hours or dollars saved.
MOre often, the EUC was used to meet needs
that were not being satisfied due to staf-
fing Shortages.
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One unexpectsdbenefit was improved manage-
ment decisions due to the timeliness and
'availability of data. Spread sheet and
data base management users found that
modifications to data were med. mud: more
quickly than before, and that data is more
accurate and more readily retrievable than
when manually prepared. These benefits
allow users to respond quickly to requests
that they were previouskyharl pressed or
usable to respond to. They feel more
secure regarding the accuracy of the data,
and they are able to accept more responsi-
bility or increased workload without
increased staff.

Many participants were able to measure
their cost savings. In the Central Office,
approximately *100,000 was spent cn hard-

ware and software. Cost savinsp estimates
resulting from their use is estimated at
*173,000. In the regional offices, it was
estimated that *255,000 in annual cost

saving' will result from a *200,000 expen-
diture.

From our experiences, we conclude that
microcomputers can help provide better,
more timely products and more in-depth
analysis and can pay for themselves in 6
months to one year.

Chapter XIII. Appendix G
Records Management Considerations

With the advent of EUC, managers must be-
come more aware of their responsibilities
for the management of Federal records.
Whether information is created or stored on
electronic media or not, it may be an offi-
cial Federal record.

What Is a Federal Record?

Information created and stored on magnetic
tape, magnetic disk, optical disk, etc. are
Federal records as defined by 44 U.S.C.
3301 if they are:
...made or received by an agency... or

in oainection with the transaction of pub-
lic business. .."
and if they contains"... evidence of the
organization, functions, policies, deci-
sions, procedures, operations, or other
activities..."
or because of thes"...informational value
of data in them."
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Responsibility for record information
extends through its life-cycle, from crea-
tion through use to disposition (Federal
Records Act of 1950, as amended). Consider
information gathering, entry, file and
report &innate, reports analysis, storage
and retrieval mechanisms, inactive storage

time, and ultimate disposition, whether
contained on paper or on electronic media.

In addition to the legal requirements
regarding Federal records, managers should
consider the following practical aspects of
recordkeeping as well.

Which Medium Is the Record?

You should decide whether the electronic
record or r. paper record produced by the
ADP system is the official record. If you
consider the ADP system to be an efficient
way to produce paper records, then they can
be treated (used, filed, retrieved, and
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disposed of) in the same way that other
paper record. are. In this case, the loss
of the electronic record would be a nuis-
ance and peewit costly to replace, but the
record would still be available. If the
e lectronic record is considered to be the
official record, then extra cams must be
taken to ensure that it is adequately prot-
ected against loss and improper alteration
and that it is usable at a later data.

Records should not be created unless neces-
sary and, once created, not disposed of
without the proper authority. The record
is retained according to the agancy's rec-
ords disposition sdhedule. Working or
reference copies maybe destroyed or
disposed of when oorreenient. Agency
records officers will help managers deter-
mine which information is record or working
copies, hoe long the record must be retain-
ed, and whether or not the record has been
approved for disposition by GSA's National
Archives and Records Service.

Problems of Electronic Records

With ac, managers should be especially
alert to:

Ihmanent record* on any medium must meet
the specifications of the National Archives
and Records Service, GSA. Because floppy
disks are a recent medium, their longevity
and quality are unknown. Even if the
medium is durable, sizes and formats are
often unique to particular vendors and
vulnerable to obsolescence.

Will machines remain available to read the
disks until disposal is permitted, perhaps
after several years? Electronic records
are difficult to safeguard against acciden-
tal or intentional Lows and change unless
the system automatically produces backup
copies.

Authentication is a challenge. Without
verification methods, it is difficult tz
ensure that a document is truly what it
appears to be.

An agency may use information from ,B1,,-
tronic mail and decision support systtlza.
make key, decisions. Since the in!..)rmat1::
can have historical and legal value, ass,.:-.?
that th-' system preseves records. Be a4er-2
that some systems automatically erase mes-
sages once delivered.

O Loss of records by accidental erasure. Record Retrieval
o Changes made to working copies Which

are substantial enough to redefine them
as new records.

o If the only record is dhanged, it could

amount to the destruction of a Federal
record.

These are strong reasons for making badecup
copies of electronic ini -atic_

dhanges and to prevent Loss.

Carefully weigh the risks of using elect-
ronic files as records. The considerations
for paper records (use, organization, ret-
rieval, disposal) also apply to electronic
records.

Lass of records could cause an agency sig-
nificant difficulties. It could leave the
Gwernment unable to defend itself against
claims or to protect citizens' rights.

Be sure to have a method for finding EUC
records /documents regardless of medi,...=

(hard disk, floppy disk, or tape). 'R. is is

important even for single user systems.

Without a retrieval method, records will
impossible for others to use.

Data Integrity and Security

Be certain that appropriate safeguards
taken to protect against unauthorized
alteration or loss of data. Sxh
as backup files, passwords, data .ncryp-
tion, physical security, and instru'mt..:72,
for their use will help ensure the integ-
rity of data. Consult the agency security
officer for specific guidance.
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